
INTRODUCTION 

1) Electromagnetic Theory vs Optics, 

2) Electromagnetic Theory vs Circuit Theory. 

3) Medical Application of EM Waves. 

a) Use of EM waves in cancer therapy, 

b)  Microwave Imaging, 

c) Target Identification, 

d) Remote Sensing, 

e) Radar, electromagnetic warfare, 

meteorological radar. 

4) Principle of Microwave Oven. 

5) HF communication-Total Internal Reflection. 

6) Microwave Theory and Antenna Theory. 

7) Diffraction and Scattering. 

8) Electromagnetic Missiles. 

9) Underwater Communication by means of EM 

Waves. 



10) Transmission Systems; 

a) TL’s, 

b) WG’s, 

c) Planar TL’s; 

  -strip-line, 

  -microstrip line. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TIME-VARIYING FIELDS and MAXWELL’s 

EQUATION’s 

Fundamental Relations for Electrostatic and 

Magnetostatic Models 
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    Definitions: 

Field Terms 

E : Electric Field Intensity  ( / )V m  
D : Displacement Vector 2( / )C m  
H : Magnetic Field Intensity  ( / )A m  
B : Magnetic Flux density  2( , / )T Wb m  
 



 

Source Terms 

 : Electric charge density 3( / )C m  
J : Electric Current Density 2( / )A m  

 

We have seen relationships of the 

electrostatic fields with stationary charge 

distributions and the magnetostatic fields with 

the steady current distributions as 

summarized above. E and D are independent  

from H and B . In time varying fields 

(electromagnetic waves) we will see that 

existence one field (i.e. E or H ) is associated 

with the existence of the other, which means 

in time varying E and D are dependent on H

and B . Studying the relationship between the 



electric and magnetic fields in the time varying 

case is introduced next. 

 

Faraday Law of Electromagnetic Induction 

 

Magnetic fields can produce an electric 

current in a closed loop, but only if the 

magnetic flux linking the surface area of the 

loop changes with time. 

Flux of B through S: 
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Current is induced in the loop when the 

magnetic flux changes. 

The direction of the current depends on 

whether the flux is increasing or decreasing. 



The induced voltage is called electromagnetic 

force ( emfv ) and this process is called 

electromagnetic induction. 

The induced emf in a closed conducting loop 

of N turns is given by: 
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Faraday’s Law 

 

 

Note that the derivative is a total time 

derivative and operates on the magnetic field

B , as well as the differential surface area ds . 

 

 

 



Accordingly, an emf can be generated in a 

closed conducting loop under any of the 

following three conditions: 

1) A time- varying magnetic field linking a 

stationary loop; transformer emf. 

2) A moving loop with a time varying area 

(relative to the normal component of B ) in 

a static magnetic field. The induced emf is 

motional emf. 

3) A moving loop in a time-varying B field. 


